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PHENEX (Polarimetory for High ENErgy X rays) is a Japanese collaboration to measure
hard X-ray polarization from astronomical objects with balloon- borne instruments. The first
balloon flight of PHENEX was performed on 2006 June 13 from Sanriku Balloon Center,
targeting the Crab Nebula. We describe designs of a data acquisition and an attitude control
system for the balloon-borne experiment and report their performances during the flight.

§1. Introduction

X-ray polarimetry provides another tool for us to explore the high-energy phe-
nomena in the universe in addition to information obtained by X-ray spectral, timing,
and imaging observations. Nevertheless, there has been no ambiguous detection of
X-ray polarization from astronomical objects for about 30 years since the Crab Neb-
ula observation by OSO-8 satellite.1) Especially, the hard X-ray polarization still
hasn’t been detected because of the difficulty of developing polarimeters.

To open up a new field of high energy astrophysics, we have been developing
hard X-ray polarimeter called as PHENEX (Polarimetry for High ENErgy X rays)
polarimeter. For observations of celestial sources, we operate the PHENEX polarime-
ter at high altitude using a balloon. We therefore developed a data acquisition system
and an attitude control system for the balloon-borne experiment.

§2. DAQ System and Attitude Control System

2.1. DAQ System

The DAQ system consists of a VME system and a PC/104 embedded sys-
tem. Each system comes with CPU board with 2GB Compact-Flash on which De-
bian/GNU Linux was installed and its extension boards for external I/O. Acquired
data are stored in a 2GB (for PC/104) and two 4GB (for VME) USB memories,
respectively.

The VME system acquire main data from the polarimeter, a monitor counter,
and anti-counters through two Data Processor (DP) boards. Then VME CPU sim-
ply analyzes and compresses the main data and send the compressed data to the
PC/104 CPU during a flight. The size, weight, and typical power consumption are
21×21×28 cm3, 1.5 kg, and 35W, respectively.

At the same time, the PC/104 system mainly collect house-keeping (HK) data
such as temperature, pressure, and voltage measured at various parts of the balloon
system. Moreover, time information from GPS, rotation angle of a detector chamber,
counting data from a scalar, the attitude data from a CCD Sun sensor, and the com-
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pressed main data from VME system are also collected by this system. The PC/104
CPU also functions as a telemetry and command subsystem. The size, weight, and
typical power consumption are 12×24×12 cm3, 1.2 kg, and 15W, respectively.

Fig. 1 shows the DAQ system mounted into a pressure vessel and the schematic
diagram.

Fig. 1. PHENEX DAQ system mounted in the pressure vessel (left) and its schematic diagram

(right). The PC/104 system and the VME system on the upper and middle of the shelf,

respectively.

2.2. Attitude Control System

Since each unit of the PHENEX polarimeter has a collimator to reduce back-
ground, a pointing (tracking) observation is essential. So we have also developed
an attitude control system (ACS) to control the direction of the detector and the
gondola during high-altitude flight. The ACS comprise with attitude sensors, motor
drive units, and a CPU system for the control and DAQ. Fig. 2 shows the ACS and
its schematic diagram.

§3. Balloon-borne Experiment and the Results

To measure the hard X-ray polarization degree and its direction of the Crab
Nebula, which is the most promising candidate to detect hard X-ray polarization,
we have conducted the balloon-borne experiment on June 13, 2006. We launched
the balloon with on-board instruments from Sanriku Balloon Center located at Iwate
prefecture.

The balloon leveled off at ∼38 km for about 6 hours. After landing on the sea,
the on-board instruments and the balloon were taken up safely. Fig. 3 shows the
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Fig. 2. The attitude control system (left) and its schematic diagram. The picture of left middle is

the balloon gondola. Abbreviations, SA, GA, RW, and TR represent Sun Attitude, Geomagnetic

Aspectoattitude, Reaction Wheel, and Torsion Relief, respectively.

balloon altitude measured with GPS.

Fig. 3. Left panel: altitude of balloon measured with GPS. Right panel: collimator transmission of

the hard X-ray from Crab Nebula estimated from attitude data in consideration of the collimator

aperture.

3.1. Transmission for the Crab Nebula

Although the PHENEX polarimeter functioned well during the level flight, the
attitude control system did not function correctly. We therefore estimated how much
the Crab Nebula came into the field of view using the balloon attitude data. Taking
into account of the collimator’s aperture, 4◦.8 × 4◦.8 (FWHM), we calculated the
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transmission for the Crab Nebula. We then found that the net time period with the
transmission of more than 50% is 110 minutes during the Crab observation. The
estimated transmission is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.

3.2. The Monitor Counter Data

To confirm whether the Crab Nebula was in the FOV, a monitor counter with
a collimator same as the polarimeter was carried. The left panel of Fig. 4 shows
dead-time corrected event rate of the monitor counter. We also show comparison
between the rate and the transmission in the right panel of the figure. As clearly
seen in the figure, the event rate is well correlated with the transmission. Besides,
average event rate in the 30−140 keV during the time period with the transmission
of more than 50% was ∼0.3Hz, which is consistent with the expected event rate of
the Crab Nebula.

Hence, we conclude that the Crab Nebula was in the FOV of the polarimeter for
at least 110 minutes. For the moniter counter, the significance of the detection was
about 20 σ.

Fig. 4. Left panel: dead-time corrected event rate of the monitor counter. Right panel: close-up of

the left panel. The dead-time corrected event rate compared with the transmission of the Crab

Nebula to the collimator estimated from attitude data.

§4. Summary

We have developed the data acquisition system and the attitude control system
for PHENEX balloon-borne experiment and carried out the first experiment on 2006
June 13. From on-board data, we confirmed that the Crab Nebula was in the FOV
of PHENEX polarimeter for at least about 110 minutes.
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